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Kitchen faucet features 
upgraded technology

MOEN elevates any 
space with sophisti-
cated style through 
its Cia kitchen col-
lection, which offers 
voice-activation and 
touchless function-
alities. The Cia pull-
down kitchen faucet 
is available with the 
company’s Smart 

Faucet technology to bring added convenience 
to the sink with the ability to control the faucet 
without having to touch it. Homeowners can use 
voice control to activate the faucet, dispense spe-
cific measurements and temperature and create 
unlimited custom presets.
moen.com

Kitchen

Ice machine boosts 
efficiency, reduces cost
TRUE RESIDENTIAL debuts an enhanced 
15” Clear Ice Machine, the newest model 
from its range of full-size and undercounter 
refrigeration offerings. The Clear Ice Machine 
demonstrates a number of advancements that 
include, but are not limited to, an articulating 
soft-close hinge, a magnetic scoop that affixes 
to the interior door, and a touch sensitive 
capacitive interface. In addition, the model 
utilizes a natural hydrocarbon refrigerant that 
is both climate friendly and cost effective. 
true-residential.com

Wall ovens provide 
additional ways to cook
ELECTROLUX unveils new Frigidaire 
Gallery single and double wall ovens, 
which fit most existing cabinet cutouts 
for easy replacement of similar prod-
ucts. The powerful total convection 
system offers 15-plus cooking modes, 
including air fry, steam bake, steam 
roast and slow cook. Both the single 
and double ovens have also been 
reengineered to make installation eas-
ier, with handles for easier lifting and 
high-strength steel that enables them 
to be lighter and more structurally 
strong as well.
electrolux.com

Sink offers granite look, 
added functionality
RUVATI captures three of today’s 
hottest design trends and blends them 
into one choice for a new kitchen sink: 
the epiCast series. With its apron-front 
farmhouse style, epiCast checks a 
big box when it comes to aesthetics. 
The Workstation model elevates the 
traditional sink to a whole new level 
with an impressive range of expanded 
functionality. And epiCast brings color 
and character to the kitchen with beau-
tiful granite composites that are a fresh 
alternative to stainless steel sinks.
ruvati.com

Range hood captures fumes, 
prevents smoke
FOTILE introduces the Fotile 36” Self-Adjusting Range Hood, 
a professional-grade, stainless steel range hood that has many 
advanced and unique capabilities. It features Adjusting Capture 
Shield Technology, which lowers its plate to capture cooking 
fumes and prevent smoke from escaping the kitchen. 
Both air speed and power are increased as the 
hood captures smoke and grease in the Golden 
Collection Zone and passes it through the centrifu-
gal motors of the WhisPower System.
us.fotileglobal.com
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